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ABSTRACT

We report on the Design Stucly of a Free-Electroll-La.ser experiment, designecl to produce coherent
radiation at the wavelength of 1.5 ~ ancl longer. The proposed experiment utilizes 1/3 of the SLAC linac
to accelerate electrons to 15 GeV. The high brightness electron beam interacts with the magnetic field
of a long undulator and genera.te.s coherent radiat,ic)n by self- amplifiecl spontaneous emission (SASE).
The projected output peak power is about, 10 G JV. The project presents several challenges in the

realization of a high brightness electron beam, in the construction and tolerances of the undulator and

in the transport of the x-ray radiation. The technical solutions aclopted for the design are discussed.
Numerical simulations are used to show the performance as a function of system parameters.
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1 Introduction

The SLAC linac presently accelerates electrons to 50 GeV for colliding beams experiments (the
SLAC Linear Collider, SLC), and for nuclear physics experiments on fixecl targets. In the near future,

the first 2/3 of the 3 km linac will be used to inject electrons ancl positrons in the soon to be completed
PEP-II B-Factory. The last 1/3 of the linac will be available for the production of an up to 15

GeV electron beam. The design discussed in this paper uses this electron beam to create a Free

Electron Laser (FEL), the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS), capable of clelivering coherent radiation
of unprecedented characteristics at wavelengths as short as 1.5 ~. The LCLS is based on the Self-
Amplified-Spontaneous-Emission (SASE) principle. The SASE mode of c)peration was first proposedl

and analyzed for short wavelength FELs2 . In the SASE mocle of operation high power, transversely
coherent, electromagnetic radiation is proc]ucecl from a single pass of a high peak current electron
beam through a long undulator. SASE eliminates the neecl for optical cavities, which are difficult to

build in the x-ray spectral region. However, the resulting requirements on the electron beam peak
current, emittance and energy spreacl are very stringent and, until recently, clifficult to achieve. The
LCLS makes use of up-to-date technologies developed for the SLAC Linear Collider Project and the
next generation of linear colliders, as well as the progress in the production of intense electron beams
with radi~frequency photocathodes guns. It is these aclvances in the creation, compression, transport
and monitoring of bright electron beams that makes it possible to base the next (4th) generation of
synchrotron radiation sources on linear accelerators rather than storage rings. These new sources will
produce coherent radiation orders of rnagnit ude greater in peak power and peak brightness than the
present 3rd generation sources. SLlch a large increase in brightness, coupled with the very short pulse
duration, will open new ancl exciting research possibilities in physics, biology ancl other sciences. The

concept of an x-ray FEL based on the SLAC Linac a,ncl a photocatbc)cle inject,cu-~ was proposecl in
19924516 . This proposal was followecl by a. periocl of stuclies7 lmtil,in 1!396,a Design Study was

initiated that will form the basis of a formal construction prc)powcl. This paper is a report of the work
in progress.

2 Principle of operation

The FEL is based on the emission of racliatiou from relativistic electrons moving in an unclulator

magnetic field. The spontaneous radiation is emittecl in a narrow line centerecl at the wavelength
A = Au(1 +K2 /2)/ (272) where & is the unclulator period ancl K the uuclulator parameter8 .The spectral
width of the radiation line is relatecl to the number of ~mclldator periocls, N,,,, by Aw/w = 1/ (2iVU).

In synchrotron radiation sources the sponta,neolls radiation is emittecl incoherently, i.e. it arises out of
random emission by the electrons with uncorrelatecl phases. This process is rather inefficient, ancl in

fact, the intensity of the radiation is only linearly clepenclellt, on the number c)f electrons, IV.. If the

electrons can be bunchecl in such a way that there is an appreciable compc>nent of the beam charge
distribution function at the unduktor frequency ancl the electron beam emittance is of the same orcler
as the wavelength of the radiation, then the electrons emit coherently in the transverse clirection ancl
with coherence limitecl in time by the “spiking” effects that, will be shown in Fig. 3.$) The intensity of

the coherent radiation scales like the square of the nlunber of electrons, a huge gain with respect to the
incoherent emission. In an FEL operating uncler the Self-Amplified-Spent aneous-Emission principle,
one or more electron bunches traverse the unclulator once, and the builcl l]p of radiation occurs along the
unduhtor. The electron beam interacts with the electric field of the racliation, that is perpendicular to
the direction of propagation of the beam (the unclldat,or axis), and parallel to the wiggling (transverse)

velocity of the electrons produced by the undulator magnet, of amplitude K/~; the interaction procluces
an energy rnoclulat ion at the scale A. The electron energy modulaticm modifies the electron trajectory

in the undulator in such a way as to proclllce blmching at the scale A. Electrons bunchecl within a
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wavelength all emit radiation that is in phase. The electromagnetic fielcl creates more energy rnoclulation
and more bunching, leading to exponential growth of the radiation. The raclia.tion is emitted in wave

trains with a characteristic “cooperation length” g For the SASE condition to be satisfied several basic

conditions must be metl’ 10:

— For the beam transverse emittances, E % A/47r.

— For the energy spread in a cooperation length (1.), ~E /E<p, where p is the FEL parameter
= [KQPjB /(47uM)]2/3, wU==27rc/& is the frequency associa~ed to the Unclulator periodicity
and K = e13UAU/(27TmC2) (cgs units). fir, = (4nrcc2n~/7) 1/2 is the beam plasma frequency,
n= is the electron density, r. is the classical electron raclius and $B is the Bessel function
factorl” . BU is the Undulator peak magnetic fielcl, 7nc2 the electron’s rest energy. The

cooperation length is lC = A/(47Tp).

— For the undulator length, NUAU x 10 L{), where Lg is the field gain length, Lg E A~/(27rfip).

— The radiation gain length must be shorter than the radiation Raleigh range, Lg <LR, where
L~, = ~w~/~ and W. is the ra,clia,tion beam raclius.

3 Overall

Fig. 1 shows the layout of the proposecl facility.

layout

Figure 1: Layout of the Linac Coherent Light Source. Note the hexagonal shape of’ the soon to be

completed PEP-II B-Factory electron-positron collider, that uses the first 2 km of the Linear Accelerator
as the injector. The last one km of the Linac is used by the LCLS.

A new injector consisting of a gun ancl a short linac is Ilsecl to inject, an electron beam into the last
kilometer of the SLAC Linac from where, after two stages of magnetic lx mch compression, it emerges
with the energy of 15 GeV, a peak current, of 3,400 A and a normalized emittance of 1.5 m mm-mracl.
A transfer line takes the beam ancl matches it to the entrance of the undulator. The undulator, 100

m long, will be installed in the tunnel that presently hoLlses the Final Foclw Test Beam facility. After
exiting the undulator the electron beam is cleflectecl onto a Iheam dlm)p, while the photon beam enters

the experiment al areas.
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4 Performance characteristics

The following table lists some of the basic parameters of the LCLS electron beam, of the unclulator
and of the FEL performance.

Parameters
Electron beam energy
Emitt ante
Peak current
Energy spread (uncorrelated)
Energy spread (correlated)
Bunch length

Undulator period
Number of undulator periods
Undulator length
Undulator field
Undulator gap

Undulator parameter, K
FEL parameter, p
Gain length
Repetition rate
Saturation peak power
Peak brightness
Average brightness

14.35
1.5
3,400
0.02
0.10
100

3
3,330
100
1.32
6
3.7
4.7.10-4

11
120
10

5.5.1032-5.5.1033
5.51021-5.5.1022

Units
GeV
7r mm mrad, rms
A

%, rms
%, rms
fsec, rms
cm

m

Tesla
mm

m

Hz

GJV
Photous/(s Inmy mraclz ().1% BW)
Photons/(s mm~ mradz O.l%BW)

Fig. 2 shows the peak ancl average brightness as a f’lmction of photon energy.

Figure 2: Average ancl peak brightness ca.lc~dat,ed for the LCLS, other I)lauued FEL facilities
obtained in some operating facilities.

and those
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Figure 3: Build-up of the radiation power along the unclldat,or length. The zoom on the microstructure
shows the spiky nature of the radiation ancl the “ clea.mllp’] of’ the .spect,rlml as satllration is approached.

The curves for the presently operating 3rcl generation facilities indicate that the projected peak

brightness of the LCLS would be about 8 orclers of magnitude greater than currently achieved. Fig. 3
shows the build up of the FEL radiation along the unclula.tor length, computecl with the cocle “GIN-

GER” 11 . The power saturates, and reaches its maximum output value, at about 80 m along the

undulator. A set of simulations takes into accolmt, the effect of magnetic imperfections.lz This is
shown in Figs. 4, where the length of unclulator needed to reach saturation is plottecl against the rms
value of the dipole fielcl errors in the magnetic poles of the unclldator.

The simulation inclucles the correction of the electron beam trajectory with the correction system
described in Section 7. The clata points refer to rms errors in the detection electrcmics for the absolllte
position of the electron beam. This stucly indicates that the trajectory m~lst not cleviate from a. straight
line by more than 5-10 lml (i.e. a fraction of the 30 )/ml electron rms beam size) or else an appreciable

reduction of FEL power ensues, clue to imperfect, overlap of the electrons with the raclia,tion beam.
Reduction in FEL power also occurs if the sequence of unclldator poles is interrupted by a drift space.
This phenomenon has been explained theoreticallyls , and it is mostly d~le to l)hase errors causecl by the

divergence of the beam as it clrifts in free space. The impact, of these cc)llsi(leratic)lls on the unclulator
design are discussed in Section 7.

5 The rf photocathodes gun

The design goal of raclio-frequency photocathocle guns curreutly uncler development at various
laboratories is an emittance of 1 n mm-mracl (rms of the amplitude clistril )ution) in an electron beam
of 1 nC charge and there does not seem to be a flmdamenta.1 limit, to achieving 0.5 n nm-mrac114 The
LCLS design assumes a beam of rms emittance 1 n mm-mrad containing 1 nC! of charge ancl 3 ps long
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Figure 4: Unclulator length neeclecl to reach saturation as a function of the rms value of the clipole fielcl
errors in the undulator poles for various beam position monitor errors (3, 5, 10 ancl 15 microns)

(rms value).

In a radic-frequency photocathocle gun, electrons are emitted by a laser beam striking the surface
of a cathode3 . The extracted electrons are accelerated rapiclly (to 7 MeV) by the field of a radic

frequency cavity. The rapicl acceleration recluces the increase in beam emittance that would be causecl
by the space charge field. The variation of phase space clistribution along the bunch, causecl by the
varying transverse space charge fielcl along the bunch, is compensated with an appropriate solenoidal
focusing field15

The laser will have a Nc1:YLF- or YAG-pumped Ti :sapphire amplifier operating at 750 nm that will
be frequency tripled (3rd harmonic). Very restrictive conditions are recplirecl fc)r the reproclucibility,

from pulse-to-pulse, of the laser energy ancl timing. Stable F13L operation requires a pulse-to-pulse
energy jitter of better than 1!% and a pulse -to-p ~llsephase stalbilit y of better than 0.5 ps (rms). These
tight stabilities are neecled to ensure optimum compression conditions.

6 Compression and acceleration

The layouts of the accelerator ancl compression system are shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: Layout of the acceleration
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ancl magnetic compression system.

The electron gun is clisplacecl with respect to the Linac axis to allow a straight through beam from
the first 2/3 of the linac to be accelerated to 50 GeV for other, non FEL relatecl, applications. The
purpose of the compressors is to recluce the bunch length ancl increase the peak current to the 3,400 A

required to start the SASE process. Compression is achievecl by creating an energy-phase correlation
by accelerating the beam off crest in Linac-1, after which the chicanw shorten the blmch by appropriate
energy-path length depenclence. It is preferable to ~ltilize two, rather than one, chicane. This recluces
the sensitivity of the final bunch length to the phase jitter in the r~hf.)t{.)ci].tllc~cielaser timinglb The
rms length of the bunch emittecl from the cathocle is 1 mm (3 psec) After compression, the bunch
shortens to 0.03 mm.

The choice of energies of the various compression stages is the res~dt c)f an optimization that takes
into account beam dynamics effects, the most relevant ones being the space charge forces in the early

acceleration stage, the wakefields inclucecl by the electromagnetic int,eracticm c)f the beam with the linac
structure17 and the coherent synchrotron racliaticm emitted by a short, bunchl* The lower limit on
the choice of the energy of Bunch Compressor 1 (BC1) is set by space charge forces where the bunch

is shortest. The upper limit is set by the clesire to initially compress the bunch early in the linac to
ease transverse wakefields. The energy of BC2 is set by the requirement to procluce a small energy
spread at 15 GeV. This requires a balance between longitllclinal wakefields in Linac-3 and the energy-

phase correlation just after BC2. The wakefields in Linac-3 scale with linac length and simulations
with BC2 at 6.5 GeV (clescribecl below) have produced the reqllirecl beam conditions at 15 GeV. The

second compressor (BC2) is asymmetric with the last two dipole having a weaker field to avoid the

emittance blow up inclucecl by the coherent synchrotron radiation emittecl in the bencls where the bunch
is shortest. With all dynamic effects includecl, the sim~dations lC)inclicate that the emittance blow up at

the entrance of the undulator shoulcl be less than 50%, most, of which is cllle tc) the transverse wakefields
in Linac-2.

A full simulation of the longitudinal beam clynamics from rf gun tc) encl of Linac-3 has been com-
putedzo , including non-linearities, longitudinal wakefields a.ncl sinusc)ichcl rf curvature. The input beam

was of Gaussian distribution cut, at +2cr in energy and blmch length with a 1 mm rms length ancl 0.2%
rms energy spreacl (after cuts) at 7 MeV ancl a b~mch polndation of 6.3. 10:) electrons. Fig.6 shows the
longitudinal phase space at the entrance ancl exits of the 1st and 2nd colnpressor.
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Figure 6: Longituclinal phase space distribution before ancl after compression.

The fwhm (full wiclth half maximum) bunch length at 6.5 GeV is 44 lml with about 5kA of peak
beam current. There are long tails on the energy clistribution with a fwhm energy spreacl of 0.03 %
where 75% of the particles are contained within a +0. 15”X, window.

From the Linac exit a transport system carries the beam to the entrance of the unciulator.

7 The undulator

SeveraJ candidate undulator types were evalllated, inducting pin-e permanent, magnet helical devices,

superconducting bifilar solenoids ancl hyhricl planar devices. Sll~~ercorlclllctillg clevices require more
investment and resources than were available for this st ucly, tbough they may offer a goocl solution.
Permanent magnet helical clevices offer a short gain length tc) reach saturation, but are built all arouncl
the beampipe, making beam position monitors and vacuum design clifflcldt. A planar unclldator is more
desirable, since it allows accessibility to the chamber and the magnetic measurement system is simpler
than in a helical device, particularly in a small gap. Chamber accessibility is Imrticlk-ly important in
this design, since, as mentioned earlier, theory13 and simulations indicate that a significant cieterioration

of performance occurs if the electron beam drifts in a free space for more than a few centimeters. This

factor limits the interruption of the magnetic strllcture tcl insert q~ladrupolesj orbit correctors and
beam position monitors. A planar pure permanent magnet undldator WOUIC1allow the use of external

magnets, but it would be considerably longer because of its lower field. A planar hybricl undulator

(made of permanent magnets with iron poles) is preferable and was chosen cm the grouncl of its shorter

length, superior control of magnetic errors, ancl of the fact that the sim~dations have shown that the
tunability that would be providecl by external qlmclnlpoles is nc)t neecled.

The electron beam is focussecl by quadruple fields obtainecl by shal)ing the ferromagnetic material
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(vanadium-permendur) to provide a quaclrupole field of 20 T/M in adclition to the bending field of 1.32
T. The focusing structure is of the strong focusing F-D type, where F or D units are each 50 cm long.

The matched ~-function is 18 m. The focussing strength ancl period were chosen to minimize the loss
of FEL power that occurs when the ~ -function difference between the F and D quadruples is too
large. Inourdesign the ~-function beatsbyo nlyafewperceuts.

The electron beam trajectory in the unclulator reqllires perioclic corrections to maintain overlap with
the radiation field. Basically, the electron trajectory shoulcl be as close as possible to a straight line

even inthepresence ofmagnetici mperfectio~lsa ncl1rlisaliglll~lents. Since externalcorrectionis difficult
in a, hybrid design, the proposed correction methocl is to transversely move the focusing or defocusing

blocks of the undulator poles to generate clipole steering fielcls. F ancl D uuit scan be clisplacecl by a
maximum of 500pm to deflect the bearnby loOpracl. These clisplacemeuts will be cam-a,ctuatecl. The
layouto fthefocussinga ndcorrectionsy stenlis sllowllillFig. 7.

moveable quadruples

/
stationary girder

“’”-%

El OOOOOOOB (3-0.

Figure 7: Diagram of the unclula.tor focllsing aucl trajectory correction system.

The simulations indicate that, with a pole-t~pole fielcl reproclllcibility tolerance of 0.1 %, if correction

fields are spaced every 4.5 meters, the cleviatiou of the electron beam trajectory can be helcl to less
than 10 p m. Fig. 8 shows the effectiveness of the proposecl scheme to correct, the orbit.
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Figure 8: Electron trajectory in presence of ullclldator errors (large exclusions) aucl after correction.
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The’’ detected trajectory” isthe~lncorrected olleasmeasuredb yasystelllof beampos itionmonitors
with their owndetectionermrs (2 pm, rms, inmeasurernent reproducibility ); the “residualtr a,jectory”
is the one after correction, with a maximum deviation of the order of 10 pm. The beampipe is
constrained to have a very small vertical height, 6 mm, but its width can be large, 15 mm ID and
30 mm OD. The effect of the electron bunch striking the chamber has been calculatecl. If the grazing
incidence strike angle is limited to no more than 150 Imad by a set of collimators upstream of the
undulat or, there is no serious puncture problem for aluminum or st sinless steel bearnpipes for a single
beam strike, though aluminum may suffer if the beam is parked on it for more than a few seconds. The
present working assumption is of a stainless steel pipe with a 0.5 mm wall. Ion pumping will be used.

The undulator will be supported on piers spaced every 4.5 m, as shown in Fig. 9

Fig-m-e 9: Undulator sllpport system

Each support pier will be made of Anocast material wbicll has a good long term stability and
excellent damping ability. on top of each pier will sit adjustments to align each encl of an undulator

section and, in addition, to actively align the steering section. It is a.nt,icipatecl that the support sections
and the undulator will be in a temperature stabilized encloslwe independent of the shielding tunnel.
This arrangement will prevent large temperature gradients across the supports ancl will maintain a
constant temperature within +1 degree K.

A study of the radiation clepositecl in the lmdulator from beam-gas interaction revealecl that the

design is safe from long term damage to the magnetic material of the undulator. Ccdlimators will be
used to remove the beam halo.

8 Undulator alignment and beam monitoring

Fig. 4 indicates that the undulator length exceeds 100 m, a limit, we have set, if the beam position
monitors used to correct the orbit have cletection errors greater than 5-10 Il,m with the expected rms
pole-t~pole dipole fielcl errors of O.1%. The aligmmmt and beam rnouitoring system is requirecl to

establish a straight trajectory to a tolerance of 5-10 Ilml over a len@ of approximately 10 m (one
gain length) and to keep the trajectory from cbangillg once it is estabhsbed. Magnetic poles ancl beam
position monitors have to be alignecl to absolute and relative tolerances.

The tightest absolute tolerances are those of the inclividlml F and D units (5 pm rms). The
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positioning tolerance of a F-D cell, ancl of a sequence of cells, is much more relaxecl, 50 jm rms,

because the kick of the F and D gradients nearly cancel each other. Conventional electromagnetic
pick-ups normally do not guarantee an absolute cletermination of the position to better than 50 pm.

On the other hand, these devices are excellent for measuring relative positions. Insertable carbon
wireszl spaced at 4-5 m intervaLs will be used for absolute measurements of the beam position and for
calibration of the adjacent stripline beam position monitors. Since these devices ultima,tel y determine
the limit to which the orbit can be correctecl, they also have to be tdignecl to within the maximum

allowed absolute orbit deviation (5- 10 pm).

Achieving an absohlte positioning tolerance of 5-10 )m~ is one of the challenges facing the LCLS
where R&D effort will be requirecl. Interferometric techniquesz~ 123 seem to offer the best approach to
this problem.

For relative positioning, a suspended wire system will be used. In this approach, a long wire is
suspended in a pipe. Wire Position Monitors (WPM) measure the position of a wire excited with an
AC signaJ24 . The WPMS are rigiclly attachecl to the lmclulator magnets; if those magnets move with
respect to the wire, the motion is cletect ecl by the W P M, fed tmck to the mover syst em, ancl corrected.
The WPM has a reaclout resolution of 0.1 lml while the mover system, ca.trl-based, is capable of a

resolution of 0.5 pm. The mover system acts on the F ancl D elements depicted in Fig. 7 ancl labelecl
as “ moveable quaclrupc)les”.

9 The x-ray optics and experimental areas

After leaving the unclulator, the electron bealn, carrying a lmwer of 1.8 kW, will be clumpecl into
a shielding block by a sequence of clownwarcl-cleflecting permanent magnets, while the FEL radiation

will be transported downstream to the experimental areas. The design envisages the construction of 3
experimental hutches approximately 35 meters from the und~dator exit, and one long beam line. To

cover the full spectral range oft he LCLS, both specular ( 1 hutch, for wavelengths longer than 4..)‘~) and
crystal (2 hutches, for wavelengths shorter than 4.5 ~) optics will be employecl. The peak power ancl
power density of the radiation will be 6 orclers of magnitude higher than anything currently handlecl by

existing techniques, representing both an experimental challenge ancl a researdl c)pportunit y. In initial

operation it is expectecl that the high peak power and power density will inhibit the utilization of the
full FEL flux with conventional focusing ancl transport optics. On the other hancl, there will be a unique

opportunist y to study the effect of high peak power clensity on materials and optical elements, thereby
opening the path to the full exploitation of the radiation in the LCLS ancl in future FEL facilities. We
are consequently designing a system that will allow the intensity of the rac{iat ion to be varied from the
level of current 3rd generation facilities Llp to the moximllm LCLS intensity. This will be achievecl by
introducing a gas attenuation cell into the path of the FEL racliat,ion. Sllch attenllation will, of course,
reduce the LCLS brightness. For those experiments where the dilllti{)n in brightness is undesirable,
the design incorporates a long (up to 700 m) beam line where the phoioll Ibeam will be allowecl to
spread, reducing the power clensity on samples by 11Pto a factor of 104. Further reduction factors of
102 or more can be obtained on the beam line optics ancl il~str~llrlerltiitioll hy olwratiug their crystal or
specular optical elements at very low grazillg-illciclellce angles. IJltimat,ely, by employing high-quality

focusing optics at the exit of the long beam line, power clensities many orclers of maguitucle higher than
in the unfocused LCLS beam coLdcl also be a.ttainecl, making the lcmg beam line capable of providing

a variation of 10 or more orders of magnitude in this parameter for a hroacl range of experimental
applications.
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10 Summary

,
We have described a layout of a proposecl x-ray Free Electron Laser operating on the single pass

SASE principle. The FEL uses the unique capability of the SLAC linear accelerator to create an intense
electron beam of low emittance ancl a long unclldator to procluce high brightness coherent radiation
down to about 1.5 ~. Theory and computations indicate that the peak brightness from such a device
would be about. 8 orders of magnitude greater than currently achievecl in 3rcl generation synchrotron
radiation sources. Such performance, couplecl with the very short bunch length (100 fsec rms) ancl
full transverse coherence, would allow the exploration of new horizons in material science, structural
biology and other disciplines.
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